
Read the instructions carefully

1. There are 3 parts in the question paper.

2. Part A (Q1-Q10) consists of 10 questions of 1 mark each

3. Part B (Q11-Q19) consists of 9 questions of 2 mark each.

4. Part C (Q20-Q22)  consists of 3 questions of 4 mark each.

PART A

 1.Answerthefollowing: 1oX2 = 20M
 a)One km is 1000 meter   then 2.5 kilo meter  is ________________

a)2500 b)1000 c)1500
b) convert and write in grams – 47kg 350 gm - ______________________

a)47530 g b) 47350 g c) 47305g

 2.a)The line joining the centre of a circle and any one point on the circle is a
a)Radius b) chord c) Diameter

b)Diameter  will always ___________ times of radius .
a)4 b) 3 c) 2

 3.a)A circle is a simple closed - Curve or  square  _______________

b)A circle has ___________________ radius and all are equal
a) Two b)Infinite c) Five

 4 a)Quarter is written as ________________(1/2   ,  ¼ ,    1/3 )_

b) Half is written as _________________(1/2  ,   ¼  , 1/3 )

 5.a)7  x    _______ = 56

b)125  /  5   = ___________
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 6- Do as directed :-

a)5/17 +   7/17+  2/17 (Add) (b) 16/30 - 5/30   (Sub)

 7-.Find the product using expanded form :-.

a)46  x 7 b) 35  x 5

 8 a).Have you ever been toPost office - ___________________

b)What will be the cost of a post card - _________________
a) 50 paisa b) 1Rs. C) 70 paisa

 9. a)Gold you will buy in kg    /   g -_______________

b) Vegetables  you  will  buy in kg   / g - _____________

 10 a)___________ of all sides of a closed figure is called boundary .
a) Sum b) Addition c) Multiplication

b) Inside  Portion of  any closed figure is called _____________
a) Radius b) area c) Diameter

PART B
 Answer the following questions :- 18X2  =36
 11-Circle the one which is more heavier ?
a) Your bag / your bench
b) Pen / fan

 12.Answer the following questions:-
convert to grams and add –



a) 84kg and 69 grams b) 48kg and 97 kg

 13  Convert in grams  and subtract 42kg  930g from 87 kg 640 g

 14Complete the patterns :-
a) ABC  , EFG   , IJK ,  ___________  , ____________

b) 2, 4 ,6 ,8   ____ ,_____

 15Colour the part of the shape given below :-
a)

b) 5/6

¾

 16.A cooking club is making fruit salad for the class . they used 2kg Apples ,
1 kg Mango , ½ kg Grapes ,  1kg Orange and 500gms Banana What is the
total weight of the fruit salad ?

 17- In a school 30 students are going to picnic  ,  if charge for one
studentisrs. 250 what will be the charge for all 30 students



 18The cost of 15 train tickets from Delhi to Chennai is Rs- 2400. Find the
cost of one ticket ?

 19-Find and write the hidden message :-
a)19,15,13,5          15,14,5          9,19         19,16,5,3,9,1,12

b)3,1,20 9,19 10,21,13 ,16 ,9 , 8 , 7

 20-A  circle having 8 cm Diameter what will the radius of that circle  draw
and mention ?

 21What is the boundary of given figure ?



 22What will be the area of given figure

 23 Use given boxes and draw  one leaf and one cup and find out area

 24- Divide Rs. 725 equally among 5 people:-



 25-A Hockey field is 91 meters 40 cm long and 55 meters wide . How long
is the boundary of the field ?

 26-Neelu brought 15 story books to her class . Today 45 students are
present .how many children will need to share a book ?

 27- A man earn Rs- 250 in one day . How much will he earn in the month of
January?

 28-A square has a boundary of 12 cm
From the corner of this square , a small
square of side 1 cm is cut off . will the
boundary of B be less or more ? find
the length .

A B
 Answer the following questions 6X4 =24

 29-Divide and write dividend  ,  divisor  , quotient  and remainder and
verify each answer :- 96 / 7



 30-Guess how many squares of 1cm can fill this rectangle :-

 31-Ram is a boy .he is very good in studies . he like Maths and Hindi very
much . His father’s name is Mr. Mohan kumar    . he is very good in
drawing . he is a good player of hockey .

a) How many times “ he  “came in this paragraph ______________(5   /4  )
b) His father’s name is ______________________
c) How many times  “ RAM” came in this paragraph ____________ (7  / 1)
d) He like ______________  and _________________

 32-Radhlika need stamp  of rs-25 for her parcel , he went to the post office
only stamp of Rs- 1  ,   Rs-2   , Rs-5 and Rs-10 were there at that time
using these  stamps in how many ways  can she make Rs- 25 ?
a)
b)
c)
d)

 33-you are given the following weights . How will you weigh out different
amount of certain items using these weights :-

1Kg 500g 250g 200g 100g 50gm

a) Rice -2Kg and 500g - ___________________________________________
b) Onion- 3Kg - _________________________________________________
c) Potato – 5kg 550g - ____________________________________________
d) Cabbage -150g- _______________________________________________



 34-look at the drama chart and answer the following questions :-

Number
Of
Children

Acting Collecting Playing Making
Dresses music the sets

a) How many children are acting in the DRAMA ?_________________
b) What is being done by the most of children ? __________________
c) How many children are collecting dresses ?___________________
d) Which are more children - Making the sets  /    Acting - ____________


